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Large carnivores maintain the balance of ecosystems. Understanding distribution and
population changes are necessary prerequisites for scientific conservation strategy. The
east of Jilin Province is the habitat of endangered Amur tiger (Panthera tigris altaica). The
Chinese government has focused the monitoring on protecting the Amur tiger. However,
little is known about Asiatic black bear (ABB, Ursus thibetanus) distribution, population
dynamics in the wild, and protection awareness of local residents in Jilin Province, China.
We conducted a integrative survey in mountain areas of eastern Jilin to determine ABB
distribution. We explored the drivers of the distribution of ABB in Jilin using logstic
regression, we further predicted the habitat suitability and potential suitable habitat of the
ABB. Totally, we surveyed 112 grids (15 km × 15 km) from November 2015 to January
2019. Logistic regression analysis revealed that the main factors driving ABB distribution
in Jilin are forest coverage, distance from protected areas, distance from main roads
(railways and highways), and distance from water bodies. The results of questionnaire
survey showed that the local residents’ understanding of ABB distribution is congruent
with our field research. They believed that the number of ABBs has gradually increased
in the past ten years. Nevertheless, the local residents have a negative attitude toward
the ABBs, which may adversely affect efforts to protect them, possibly leading to more
conflicts between humans and bears. Therefore, there is a need to consider ways to
change the attitude of the locals through the strengthening of the protection propaganda
and advocating management as being critical for the protection of ABBs. Our research
provides a scientific basis for future conservation planning. We recommend taking local
people’s attitude into consideration during conservation management strategy making
to reduce human-bear conflicts and promote the coexistence of humans and bears.

Keywords: Asiatic black bear, spatial distribution, population dynamics, conservation awareness, Ursus
thibetanus
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INTRODUCTION

The spatial distribution of species is the basis of almost all aspects
of biodiversity management, including protecting rare species,
monitoring invasive species, identifying biodiversity hotspots,
and delineating valuable protected areas (Franklin, 2010). Species
distribution might vary with resources. While the consequent
change of species distribution might in turn cause the change of
resources (Cardinale et al., 2012; Keil et al., 2015; Jarzyna and Jetz,
2017; Kopatz et al., 2021). Apex predators play an irreplaceable
effect on ecosystem stability (Schmitz, 2008; Rodríguez-Lozano
et al., 2015; Antiqueira et al., 2018). Bears are top predators
and omnivores, feeding on various types of food, including
berries, plant roots, nuts, insects, ungulates, and dead animals.
As a scavenger, bears feed on decaying food (especially animal
carcasses), which can control the spread of diseases and pests
(Aguilera-Alcalá et al., 2020). It not only scavenging but also
promotes material circulation (Moleon et al., 2014). Bears are
an effective seed disperser for some plants, of which swallowing
and expelling can improve the seed germination rate (Enders
and Vander Wall, 2012; Koike et al., 2012; García-Rodríguez
et al., 2021). However, bears play an essential role in the whole
land ecosystem. The conflict between this large carnivore and
humans is a common problem, especially When both occur
in close proximity or share a common space. For example,
although the Sanjiangyuan is vast and sparsely populated, more
and more bears have visited human settlements, causing losses
of life and property to local herders (Dai et al., 2020). In turn,
railway, road, garbage, and recreational activities threaten bears’
survival (Morales-González et al., 2020). Therefore, studying
spatial distribution is beneficial to improving the conservation
and management of bears and preventing human-bear conflicts.

According to IUCN (Garshelis and Steinmetz, 2020) the
habitat of Asiatic black bears (ABB,Ursus thibetanus) is reportedly
fragmented, and a declining population trend has been observed.
The increasingly intense resource (e.g., timber and mining)
utilization and the expansion of man-made facilities (e.g.,
railways and roads) has led to fragmentation and deterioration
of forested habitat, which may become population barriers,
the formation of isolated populations, or even disappearance
(Gregório et al., 2020; Hooker et al., 2020; Lázaro et al., 2020;
Kopatz et al., 2021; Saura, 2021). Fragmentation of the habitat
can lead to a decrease in the niche width of top predators, or even
the collapse of the entire system (Layman et al., 2007). As typical
forest-dwelling animals, the decline of the habitat quality brings
threats to the survival of ABBs. We can understand the status of
ABB’s habitat and protect ABB more effectively by understanding
the distribution of ABB and its driving factors.

The northeast region of China is the main distribution
area of ABBs. And the forest ecosystem is their primary
habitat (Reid et al., 1991; Ma and Hu, 1994). In the 1980s,
timber, highways, railways, and a rapidly increasing human
population led to the fragmentation of forest habitats. In
addition, the development of the live bear bile harvesting
industry severely threatened the wild population. In the past,
the population was estimated mainly based on interviews from
residents, management administrations, and transect surveys

(Ma et al., 1998; Piao et al., 2012). Because individuals are
challenging to track, we estimate population change indirectly
through the monitoring of the change of population distribution
range (i.e., presence-absence; Pollock, 2006). Effective ABB
monitoring is critical and especially useful for relevant wildlife
management action plans.

The east of Jilin Province is the habitat of endangered Amur
tiger (Panthera tigris altaica). The Chinese government has
focused the monitoring on protecting the Amur tiger, neglecting
ABB. We choose Jilin Province of China as the research area
since past wildlife surveys suggest that bears are distributed across
the province. Our research objectives are as follows: (1) We
map the distribution of ABBs across the province to provide a
reference for monitoring future population trends. (2) What are
the driving factors for the distribution pattern? (3) We estimate
the trend of ABBs population change and attitudes toward ABBs
conservation. We hope our result will be incorporated into future
conservation planning.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area
Jilin Province is located in the hinterland of Northeast China and
is the geographic center of Northeast Asia (E: 121◦ 38′ ∼ 131◦ 19′,
N:40◦ 50′ ∼ 46◦ 19′), with a total area of 187,400 km2 (Figure 1).
The difference between the eastern mountainous region and
the central and western plain in landform is noticeable. The
prominent mountains are Changbai mountain, Dahei Mountain,
Zhangguangcailing, Hadaling, Laoling, Mudanling. The eastern
region of the landcover is composed of mixed coniferous and
broad-leaved forest, broad-leaved forest, and coniferous forest.
The central and western regions are dominated by farmland,
followed by grassland. Therefore, deemed as a suitable habitat for
ABBs, the eastern forest region is selected as the main survey area.

FIGURE 1 | Grids (15 km × 15 km) where the survey was taken (gray cells;
n = 112) during 2015–2019 in Jilin Province, China.
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Sample Method
We used ArcGIS software [version 10.6, produced by
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI)] to divide
eastern Jilin Province into 15 km × 15 km grids (n = 540,
Figure 1). The size of each grid was based on the largest known
home range of ABBs in Asia. Copernicus global land service was
used to obtain different land use types in Jilin Province. The
following land use types were identified: forest, shrub, grass,
agriculture, water, and other non-forest types. We used ArcGIS
10.6 to calculate various land-use types in every 15 km × 15 km
grid. The National Basic Geographic Information Center
obtained a digital elevation model (DEM1) and calculated the
average elevation in each grid. The National Catalogue Service
for Geographic Information obtained roadway data2 in Jilin
Province and used ArcGIS to calculate the total road length
in each grid. Similarly, The National Catalogue Service for
Geographic Information was used to obtain data on villages
(see footnote 2) in Jilin Province and calculated the number of
villages in each grid using ArcGIS. We only considered the three
following parameters when sampling each grid: proportion of
forest cover, average altitude, and roadway length. However, all
parameters were used in analyzing the data for each grid.

To make the sampling more evenly distributed, stratified
random sampling was performed on the grids in the eastern part
of Jilin Province. All the grids are arranged according to the
values of forest cover, average altitude, and road density from low
to high (based on the length of roadways). Values for each factor
were categorized into three levels: low, medium, and high. There
are the same or a similar number of grids on each level. Therefore,
all the grids can be divided into 27 types according to the three
factors and three grades of each attribute (see Table 1 for the
values of each type and factor). Approximately 20% of the grids
were randomly selected from each type of grid (a total of 27 types)
as survey grids. In total, we selected 112 grids for investigation
(Figure 1), which accounted for approximately 20.74% of all grids
in Jilin Province (n = 540).

Field Survey
Our survey of each grid comprised of two methods: interview
and field surveys. When investigators arrived at each grid, they
first visit the village or the related administration of forestry
nearby, focusing mainly on their awareness of whether ABBs
inhabitated the nearby forest, as well as other information
about bear, such as frequency and type of witness (animal,
sign, conflict encounters, etc.). When the species was claimed
to be observed, we asked the interviewee to lead us to the
location to look for signs for verification. We considered claw
marks on trees, feeding platforms, feces, den, infrared camera
images, and footprints to be positive evidence of bear activity
(Hwang, 2003; Kelly and Holub, 2008; Sun et al., 2015; Du, 2018).
When we directly found a sign of ABBs, we marked the grid as
containing bears.

Supposethe locals cannot provide valid information regarding
ABBs. In that case, we use forest stand map, satellite map and

1http://www.gscloud.cn/sources/
2http://www.webmap.cn

select area with the best forest stand with the help of the local
administration of forestry (Mongolian oak forest, fir forest, berry,
nut, etc. Graber and White, 1983, Nozaki et al., 1983, Raine and
Kansas, 1990) to design a 5-km “U” transect that 2 km from the
foot of the mountain to the mountain top by the vertical contour
line, 1km by the parallel contour line, and 2 km from the top of
the mountain to the vertical contour line of the mountain bottom.
If there is no evidence of ABBs’ activity found in the transect. To
satisfy relatively accurate detection probability, we searched for
sign along five transects (100 m × 20 m) in the best bear habitat
that we could find. Transects were conducted along elevational
contours. Three people, spread across the width of the transect,
walked up to and closely inspected every tree within 10 m of the
transect line, looking for bear claw marks and also examined the
ground for scats, tracks or digging signs. If we found positive
evidence of bear activity along any transect, we considered the
cell occupied; otherwise, we considered it unoccupied (Liu, 2009;
Liu et al., 2009).

In recent years, forestry administrations have set up camera
traps to photograph wild animals in some protected areas. We
collected all the photos and videos from the survey grid. Two
professionals were responsible for selecting the images with ABBs
or signs of their activity. The grid is marked as ‘present’ if they
both find valid evidence.

Visiting Survey
We classified the local residents according to their age, gender,
occupation, and educational background and ensure that the
interviewees are randomly selected and distributed evenly in each
category. We prepared pictures of ABBs, brown bears, wild boars,
red deer, roe deer, Amur tigers, leopards, and ABBs’ signs so
that interviewees could attempt to identify ABBs and their signs
from the pictures. If the ABBs could be accurately determined,
the questionnaire is deemed as effective. Hunters, forest rangers,
non-timber collectors, and other residents who are familiar with
the local situations were also interviewed.

We used a semi-structured interview procedure on local
villagers. The questions were mainly based on the framework of
the social questionnaire we designed. We casually asked these
questions and took notes instead of the structured questionnaire
to avoid unnecessary tension. The majority of the questions
were open-ended, instead of giving multiple choice questions,
to prevent missing possible answers. When the interviewees
gathered, we asked them separately to avoid mutual interference.
The primary purpose was to confirm whether ABBs were present
near the village and the trend of the ABBs’ population in
the past ten years from information provided by the locals.
We investigated whether there had been human-bear conflict
incidences in the area and the reason for it. The general
attitude of residents toward ABBs and the corresponding reasons
were recorded. Apart from that, each interviewee was asked a
series of questions by the survey team about poaching and the
bile trade of ABBs.

Distribution Model
We used binary logistic regression to identify the key
environmental factors associated with occupied and unoccupied
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TABLE 1 | The candidate variables in logistic regression models predicting distributions of Asiatic black bear in Jilin Province.

Variable Description Source

Forest Forest coverage rate in cells Copernicus global land service

Crops Crops coverage rate in cells Copernicus global land service

Grass Grass coverage rate in cells Copernicus global land service

Shrub Shrub coverage rate in cells Copernicus global land service

Water Water coverage rate in cells Copernicus global land service

Ele Average elevation in cells http://www.gscloud.cn/sources/

Tri Terrain ruggedness in cells http://www.gscloud.cn/sources/

Dismajorroad Distance major road in cells http://www.webmap.cn

Densallroad Total length of all road in cells http://www.webmap.cn

Densvil Number of village in cells http://www.webmap.cn

NDVI NDVI index of cells http://www.gscloud.cn/sources/

Disreserve The distance from thereserve Extraction with ArcGIS software

Discity The distance of cities Extraction with ArcGIS software

FIGURE 2 | Factors with a correlation greater than 0.7 were removed, leaving Shrub, Forest Ele, Disreserve, Tri, Water, Discity, Densallroad, Dismajorroad.

cells. We used the following 13 factors as independent variables:
forest, agriculture, meadow, thickets, and water area (as a
proportion of the grid area; Water), average elevation (Ele),

the total length of main roadways (railway, national highway,
provincial highway, and motorway) (Densallroad), the total
length of all roads, number of towns and villages (Densvil),
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NDVI index (NDVI), terrain ruggedness (Tri), distance of the
grid to the nearest reserve (Disreserve), distance to the major
road (Dismajorroad), and distance to the nearest city (Discity)
(Rogers, 1993; Baruch-Mordo et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Carter
et al., 2010). The roads and the number of towns in grids were
the best factors that we could use to reflect the disturbance of
human activities on ABBs.

Factors with a correlation greater than 0.7 (Figure 2) and
the VIF larger than four (Crops, Grass, Densvil, NDVI)
were removed, leaving nine (Forest, Shrub, Water, Ele,
Tri, Dismajorroad, Densallroad, Disreserve, and Discity) as
influencing factors for predicting the distribution of ABBs.

We built a binary logistic regression model. We ranked models
by the values of Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike,
1981) and considered models with 1AIC less than 2 as optimal
(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). We evaluated the number of
occurrences for each variable in the optimal models (i.e., with
1AIC < 2). Whereas, no optimal model was found. Therefore,
we used weighted average method. We chose the models average
with cumulative weight higher than 95%.

To predict occupancy of unsurveyed grids using the models,
we set the prediction probability threshold to a number from 0.1
to 1.0, with intervals of 0.1. We ran a logistic regression model at
each threshold and calculated the rate that the model correctly
predicted the grid with the presence or absence. Adding the
sensitivity and specificity, the maximum sum value of sensitivity
and specificity was determined as the optimal threshold. The
probability obtained by the model based on the optimal threshold
was divided into grids with or without present. The threshold
value predicted by the model is 0.508.

The relative operating characteristic (ROC) (Pearce and
Ferrier, 2000) area under the curve (AUC) (Jiménez-Valverde,
2012) was used to determine the discriminative capacity of the
model for grids with or without ABBs’ distribution. AUC can be
used as a good indicator to measure the model’s discriminative
capacity because the value was not affected by the value of the
predicted probability threshold.

RESULTS

Distribution and Landscape Variables
We surveyed 112 grids and found evidence of bears in 43 grids
and no evidence in 69 grids. The logistic regression model was
constructed with the cumulative weight >95% model average
results. ROC test results showed that the AUC was 0.845 (>0.5),
indicating that the model is effective.

Shrub, Forest, Tri, Discity, Densallroad, Dismajorroad were
positively correlated with the presence of ABBs. However,
Disreserve, Ele, and Water were negatively associated with the
distribution of ABBs (Figure 3). The cumulative weight of each
factor showed that the importance of Forest, Dismajorroad,
Disreserve, Water was more significant. These four factors mainly
affected the distribution of ABBs. While other factors made low
contributions to the distribution of ABBs. Thus, we believed that
they exert a low impact on distribution (Table 2). Forests are
closely related to ABB’s distribution, and the forest coverage rate

FIGURE 3 | The response curve of distribution in Jilin to the Asiatic Black
Bear.

directly affects distribution. Water is one of the indispensable
conditions for animal survival. Our results show that when
selecting habitat, ABBs tend to avoid the main road, which is
consistent with other studies and supports the anthropogenic risk
avoidance hypothesis (Gantchoff et al., 2019).

The habitat suitability for ABBs predicted by logistic
regression in Jilin province was shown in Figure 4. The region is
divided into 540 grids, in which 112 grids are randomly selected
as the investigation target. The results of prediction modeling
showed that 275 grids contained habitat suitable for ABBs,
accounting for 50.9% of the entire sampling area (Figure 5).

Comparison of Field and Questionnarire
Survey Results
The questionnaire survey is a key component of the field
survey because the relevant information about ABBs provided
by interviewees is crucial to the latter. We identified three
possible levels of awareness regarding ABBs. When the responses
provided by an interviewee are consistent with the field results,
his awareness level is considered as high; when the answers
provided by an interviewee are inconsistent with the field, his
awareness level is considered as medium; when an interviewee
cannot provide ABB-related information, his awareness level is
considered as low.

The statistical results show that among 319 questionnaires,
41 show unawareness of black bear-relevant information,
eight manifest information inconsistent with field results,
and 270 display information consistent with field results.
Questionnaires identified as “unaware” are not considered as
valid questionnaires. Questionnaires with results consistent
with the field survey results account for 97.1% of total
questionnaires, which manifests that local resident understand
the existence of ABBs.

Status and Trend of Population
About 176 of 319 local resident judged the population dynamics
in the past decade. Among those 176 residents, 115 claimed ABB
population had increased, five said it was stable, and ten asserted
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TABLE 2 | The weight of every factor for the model of the Asiatic Black Bear distribution.

Variable Disreserve Forest Dismajorroad Water Densallroad DIScity Ele Shrub Tri

Weight 0.881 0.729 0.739 0.593 0.336 0.312 0.247 0.275 0.422

it was in decline. The questionnaires show that 65.3% of the
interviewees believe the population of ABBs has increased in
the past ten years; 3.4% think the population has stabilized, and
31.3% think the population has decreased. The number of people
who believe the increase of the ABB population is twice as much
as the number of people who hold the opposite opinion (Table 3).

In our field investigation in “presence” grids, 115 respondents
accurately provided the distribution information (High), 25
respondents did not know the distribution information (Low),
and three respondents claimed there were no ABBs (Middle).
These respondents also had different understandings of the
population dynamics (Table 4).

In the field investigation in “absence” grids, 155 respondents
accurately provided the distribution information (High), 16
respondents did not know the distribution information (Low),
and five claimed there were no ABBs (Middle). And the
interviewees’ understanding of the population dynamics of ABBs
also differed (Table 5).

Attitude Towards Black Bears
The attitudes of interviewees toward ABBs were divided into
three categories: positive, neutral, and negative. About 236 of
the 355 respondents expressed their attitude. Interviewees with a
positive attitude accounted for 19% of the total; 43.2% expressed
neutral attitude; and 37.8% expressed negative attitude (Table 6).
People with a neutral attitude mainly live in grids without ABB
distribution. They hold a neutral attitude because they have not
been in contact with ABBs and are not familiar with them.
Interviewees with a positive attitude believed that ABBs are a
nationally protected species and an integral part of the ecosystem;
while people with a negative attitude consider ABBs as highly
aggressive animals with vicious appearance and cause damage to
crops and livestock.

To understand what affects the attitudes of local residents,
factors are divided into different types, including age (younger
than 35; between 35 and 55; older than 55), gender (male; female),
education (educated; uneducated), understanding of ABBs (low;
medium; high), and living in the presence or absence grid
(presence; absence).

Interviewees without explicit attitudes due to the ABB’s
absence are excluded from the analysis. And results show that,
among the five factors, only the presence or absence in the grid
is significantly correlated with the locals’ positive or negative
attitude (χ2 = 6.784, df = 1, P = 0.009), which means negative
attitude is strongly related to the presence of ABBs in the area.

DISCUSSION

We made a detailed distribution map (Figure 5) for the ABBs
in the eastern mountainous area from the research, which is the
most accurate until now. In the past, more than 20 years ago,

only the county level was taken as the minimum research unit
for ABBs. It also cannot accurately describe the factors affecting
the distribution of ABBs, of which the data was collected by
mainly interviewing without on-the-spot verification, leading to
possible errors (Zou and Ma, 1997). The area of the county-level
administrative units varies greatly from 1,142.65 to 9,016 km2,
hence it is actually of little significance and relevance for the
conservation planning of ABBs. In comparison, our study is
more practical for the planning of suitable habitat protection.
Our method is based on a random sampling of 27 combinations
of three factors that affect the distribution of ABBs. The
survey grids are set according to research purposes instead
of administrative boundaries. The results provide a reference
for the current distribution and a basis for the protection of
suitable habitats in Jilin Province. We suggest that similar surveys
should be conducted on a five-year basis and attention should
be continuously paid to the changes of the distribution of
ABBs, especially in areas presently not covered by our survey
(McShea et al., 2022).

Compared with DNA capture-recapture method (Miller et al.,
1987; Whittington and Sawaya, 2015; Morehouse and Boyce,
2016; Murphy et al., 2017), the distribution range survey is
more straightforward and cost-effective (Liu et al., 2009). It is
also a more practical method for the grassroot conservation
practitioners. According to our visits and field surveys, local
residents are familiar with ABBs and their distribution changes.
Therefore, we believe that future protection and management
could rely on the local administration of forestry, and, more
importantly, local residents.

The landfrom of western region of Jilin Province is mainly
plains, except for some wetlands and grasslands, most of which
are farmland. And the forest coverage rate there is less than
20%. We believe that such habitat is not suitable for the long-
term survial of ABBs. Thus, we chose the eastern mountainous
area for this research. The forest coverage rates in the 540
selected grids are all greater than 20%. our results suggests
that forest coverage is the main factor affecting the existence
of ABBs, which is consistent with the results of many studies
that forest is indispensable for ABBs (Colton et al., 2021;
Tomita and Hiura, 2021). Of course, the prediction results
show that ABBs appear in 50.9% of the grids, not in the
remaining nearly half of the grids, which we think might be
related to the quality of the forest, especially available food
(Clark et al., 1994; Costello and Sage, 1994). Hibernators like
the black bears are faced with a particular need to consume
large amounts of food and store fat before hibernation to
provide energy overwinter (Farley and Robbins, 1995; Manchi
and Swenson, 2005; Robbins et al., 2012). In order to hibernate
and obtain high-quality food resources, black bears will choose
migration to satisfy their food needs (Noyce and Garshelis,
2011). So the availability of food is very important. Previous
studies have shown that logging destroys stand composition
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FIGURE 4 | The Asiatic Black Bear forecast distribution map in Jilin Province.

FIGURE 5 | Suitable habitat of the Asiatic Black Bear in Jilin province.
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TABLE 3 | Results of reported trends of the Asiatic Black Bear population in
the past 10 years.

Increase Stabilization Decrease

Sum 115 6 55

Proportion 65.3% 3.4% 31.3%

and reduces berry abundance, leading to a decrease in edible
food for bears (Bergstedt and Milberg, 2001). Forest logging
has a significant impact on the availability of food for bears.
Commercial forestry shapes the distribution and abundance of
food for bears and consequently affects bear foraging patterns
(Hertel et al., 2016). Resources limit the choice of animal habitat.
Female black bears have higher requirements for the spatial
distribution of resources with moderate resource thresholds and
low levels of resource depression (Mitchell and Powell, 2007).
Food resources also affect black bear reproduction and offspring
rearing (Noyce and Garshelis, 1994; Costello et al., 2009). Our
results found that the distribution of ABBs is negatively
correlated with the distance from the protected area, which
shows that the reserve is the most suitable habitat for ABBs.
The quality of habitat in the protected area is higher than that
outside due to forbidding logging, strict management, regular
patrol, and legislative protection (Watson et al., 2014). Therefore,
habitat quality is closely related to the distribution of black bears,
and restoring forest coverage rate and habitat quality is the
prerequisite for protecting black bears.

Roads are one of the main factors that threaten bears’ survival
(Jacobson et al., 2016), especially highways, which fragment the
habitat and risk lives (death by animal collisions) (Find’o et al.,
2019; Pollock, 2019). Our research results show that the ABBs
avoid the main road, which is consistent with many studies. Black
bears avoid roads with heavy traffic (Find’o et al., 2019). Major
roads (highways and train tracks) connect big cities with heavy
traffic, and railings on train tracks also hinder bear migration.
However, the density of roads in the grid is positively correlated
with the distribution. This result does not align with the current
research trend (Bischof et al., 2017), but some studies show that
ABBs may choose small roads (Duquette et al., 2017). Bears
did not shy away from the unpaved roads, frequently crossing
and moving around the unpaved roads (Graham et al., 2010;
Stillfried et al., 2015). The roads in our study were mainly rural
trails with less traffic and were used only in spring (planting)
and autumn (harvesting),and the cumulative weighting of road
density indicates the impact is low (0.227 m/km2). Since our
survey grid area is large, the actual road density is very low
in the grids. Furthermore, the roads in the grid are not evenly
distributed, and most are small unpaved roads. Perhaps, the
ABBs have more habitat choices in areas where the roads are
scattered. Nevertheless, more fine-scale road and habitat data
should be examined.

Water is one of the indispensible conditions for the survival
of wild animals. Our result found that the distribution of ABBs
is negatively correlated with the area of water in the grid,
which does not indicate that water is not essential to ABBs. The
mountainous areas in eastern Jilin Province are closer to the

ocean, affected by the maritime climate, where there is plenty of
precipitation in summer and snow in winter forming more forest
creeks and puddles to provide enough water for bears. Therefore,
the eastern mountainous area is not short of water. The water
factor selected is the area of water resources in grid. Larger
areas are generally rivers (e.g., Suifen River, Songhua River Basin,
Dongliao River Basin, Yalu River, Tumen River) and lakes (e.g.,
Changbai Mountain Tianchi). The riparian are almost occupied
by farmland, water conservancy project (reservoir), aquaculture
(fish or frog ponds), roads, cities, and residential areas, which
may have deterred the ABBs from visiting. Urbanization is likely
to increase animal collisions and conflicts between humans and
animals, which not only threatens the survival of animals but
also is adverse to their habitats (Baruch-Mordo et al., 2014; Hung
et al., 2017). Although the cities may provide food for them,
their threat is increasing (Penteriani et al., 2018). Our results also
show that ABBs avoid cities, but the cumulative weight of the
factor is low, which may be caused by the small scale and low
proportion of cities.

The coverage of shrubs is a positive factor for ABBs’
distribution. The berries in the shrubs are abundant and are
the favorite food of bears in autumn (McLellan and McLellan,
2015). Therefore, the shrubs may be a positive driver of their
distribution. The vegetation changes as the altitude increases.
High-altitude areas are generally occupied by coniferous forests,
alpine meadows, and bare lands, where there is less food
resources for ABBs (Milakovic et al., 2012), resulting in a drop
in the abundance of ABBs.

The local residents’ judgment on the presence of ABBs
matches the results of our field investigations to demonstrate that
people in this area are, to a large extent, aware of the distribution
of ABBs. Among the interviewees who believe the population has
declined, 82% live in the area without ABBs distribution, And
only 18% live in ABB-distributed area, who are all over 35 years
old. Interviewees who do not have a clear memory about the past
ten years but often recall it 30 years ago when they were children
and claim there were back then. They believe the population
has decreased, but there is no accurate information about the
population trend in the past ten years.

In “presence” areas, interviewees who believe the population
has increased are 11.5 times more than those who hold the
opposite opinion, demonstrating that the population has risen in
“presence” areas in the past ten years. In addition, among the ten
interviewees who considered it to have decreased, eight did not
provide any judgment but were advised by others, which we did
not regard as valid.

The main signs, as given by the interviewees, for the perceived
increase in ABBs are, first, the number of traces in the distribution
area has increased; second, news about ABBs harming local
resident has increased; third, more images of ABBS were captured
by camera traps.

Possible reasons for the increase in ABB maybe, first, the
nationwide ban of guns in 1996; second, the implementation
of wildlife protection laws, especially in Jilin Province, where
hunting was banned in the 1990s; third, the total forest area
has increased due to the implementation of The Natural Forest
Protection Project, fourth, protected areas were established; fifth,
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TABLE 4 | Results of reported trends of the Asiatic Black Bear population size in the past ten years’ questionnaires in “presence” grids.

Present Sum Increase (%) Stabilization (%) Decrease (%) No (%)

NO % NO % NO % NO %

High 115 101 87.83 4 3.48 10 8.69 – –

Middle 3 2 66.67 1 33.33 – – – –

Low 25 12 48.00 – – – – 13 52.00

High: If the signs of grid provided by an interviewee are consistent with the field to consider as high. Middle: if the signs provided by an interviewee are inconsistent with
the field to regard as middle. Low: if an interviewee is unaware of whether there are ABBs to consider as low.

TABLE 5 | Results of reported trends of the Asiatic Black Bear population size in the past ten years’ questionnaires in “absence” grids.

Absent Sum Increase (%) Stabilization (%) Decrease (%) No (%)

NO % NO % NO % NO %

High 155 – – 1 0.65 45 29.03 109 70.32

Middle 5 – – – – – – 5 100

Low 16 – – – – – – 16 100

High: If the signs of grid provided by an interviewee are consistent with the field to consider as high. Middle: if the signs provided by an interviewee are inconsistent with
the field to regard as middle. Low: if an interviewee is unaware of whether there are ABBs to consider as low.

TABLE 6 | Attitudes of interviewees toward the Asiatic Black Bears.

Attitude Positive Neutral Negative

Sum 45 102 89

Proportion 19% 43.2% 37.8%

after the ban on logging, the number of forestry workers has
dramatically reduced, and even some areas are uninhabited, so
overall human interference has dwindled.

As such, we believe that the local residents’ understanding
of ABBs is relatively accurate. In areas with ABBs’ distribution,
most people believe that the number of ABBs has increased, and
they have given reasonable explanations. However, we found that
most local resident dislike ABBs. The main reason is that they
damage crops and livestock, and hurt and threaten people. We
have also found that the presense of ABBs is an essential factor
in determining attitudes. In recent years, there have been media
reports of black bears hurting people in some areas, which has
frightened many people. Therefore, we believe that the increase
of ABB population or the expansion of their distribution may
lead to intensified human-bear conflicts. Although humans may
not pose a threat to ABBs since the current laws protects wild
animals, the emergence of human-wildlife conflicts will inevitably
lead to crop and livelihood losses and the resulting retaliation
may thus pose a threat to ABBs. We propose that publicity
campaigns and conservation education should be strengthened
over time. The management of ABBs should be enhanced to
reduce the risk of escalating human-bear conflicts (Kaczensky
et al., 2004; Eklund et al., 2020; Oražem et al., 2021). Our result
can provide a reference for future wildlife management planning
and formulate an appropriate plan to monitor and deal with
human-bear conflicts as soon as possible to better deal with the
relationship between conservation and interests. Jilin Province

started the Natural Forest Protection Project and restored grain
plots to forested lands in the 1990s. At the same time, logging was
banned entirely in 2015. We believe that, with time, the quality of
the forest will gradually recover, which will lead to an expanding
distribution of ABBs.
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